Gwinnett County
Department of Water Resources

Make Your Mark in 2020: Adopt-a-Road Grayson

On your weekly commute and weekend errands, you might notice some trash littering Grayson’s roadways. You feel the need to take action, but you cannot think of an effective solution. Here’s an option: adopt that road with friends, family, and even neighbors.

The Adopt-a-Road litter prevention initiative is sponsored by Gwinnett Clean & Beautiful and Gwinnett County Department of Transportation. The aim of the program is to safely reduce the amount of trash and illegal signage cluttering county roadways.

Not only does removing litter from the roads make them easier on the eye, but it also helps keep your waters safe and clean by preventing trash on the roads from reaching your rivers and streams through the stormwater drainage system during rain events.

Here are 5 easy steps to Adopt-a-Road:
- Select a road, in Grayson that you would like to adopt
- Review the official Adopt-a-Road agreement at www.gwinnettcb.org
- Contact GC&B to confirm your road section and participation
- Hold your first cleanup event (one of four each year) - GC&B will provide free cleanup supplies
- Fill-out a post-clean up report on the GC&B website to share your results

Once you have completed the tasks above, you and your group can receive recognition. Road sign markers will be placed at the adopted section of the road with the name of your group in addition to being awarded as outstanding Gwinnett Adopt-a-Road Partners each year. Most importantly, you will have made your mark by making the roads in Grayson cleaner.

For more information and details about volunteering with Gwinnett Adopt-a-Road, visit GC&B's website at www.gwinnettcb.org/programs/adopt-road/ or call 770.822.5187.